
Teigtaschen aus aller Welt!

Pelmeni with pork filling 500g
Pelmeni with turkey filling 500g  

12 packs per box
Item number: 90180500
Item number: 90190500 

Pelmeni are an absolute traditional dish of 
Russian cuisine, prepared according to 
the original recipe. Quick and easy to    

    prepare and delicious in taste, these   
     dumplings specialty is very popular      

        among different target groups. 
                Cooked the tradionel way, 

                      served as a soup, fried or   
                 baked –there are various 

                     possibilities to prepare     
     different dishes

Ukrainian Vareniki with potato 
and mushroom filling 400g

22 packs per box
Item number: 99740400

Vareniki is a famous and traditional 
dish of the Slavic cuisine. Depending  
               on the regional recipes the  
               dumplings have different  
               fillings: with mushrooms,  
              potatoes or sweet variations  
               with berries and fruits. 
               Classically the Ukrainian       
                Vareniki are served with a  
                 potato and mushroom  
                 filling".

Polish Pierogi with sauerkraut- 
mushroom filling 500g 

8 packs per box
Item number: 98300450

  The Polish cuisine is closely related to the  
  cuisines of its Eastern neighbors. Pierogi  
  (dumplings) is a typically Polish dish. The  
   semi-circular dumplings with various  
   fillings have been around for over two   
   centuries. They represent an important   
    part of the Polish cuisine. The dumplings      
                     with sauerkraut and  
                        mushrooms are by far the  

       most popular.

Pelmeni with turkey filling 500g 
12 packs per box

Item number: 90190500
                            For the pure, light  
                            dumpling pleasure!  
                           Through the use of  
                           selected, lean turkey   
                          meat TASCHKI LIGHT 
                          contains 40% less fat  

                        compared to other    
                            classical Russian      

          pelmeni.

JiaoZi with pork filling 400g 
15 packs per box

Item number: 90410400 
The Chinese dumplings "JiaoZi" were 
invented more than 2,000 years ago in   
    northern China and are filled with     
    pork, Chinese cabbage, ginger, rice  
              wine and soy sauce.

GuoTie with pork filling 340g 
10 packs per box

     Item number: 9042 0350
          The "Guotie potstickers" are fried    
          Asia dumplings filled with pork, 
Chinese cabbage, bamboo, ginger, 
rice wine and 
soy sauce.
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